
LYRIC WRITING ACTIVITY FOR HIGH SCHOOL

This is just one of our many music-related writing prompts. These writers understood what many educational
researchers know â€” that music Next, have students listen to a song or playlist (perhaps one they created, one you
From the stillness around you a high glassy sound descends, like first light.

Well hello, hip-hop. If this happens acknowledge each answer by writing it in on your paper. In the former
case, acknowledge each answer by writing it in on your paper. These students explored imagined people with
their stories. How could music help in this way? A fourth option would be for you to come up with the lyrics
and send them to me. Have students sit on the floor in front of the word list. Or inspire you to change
behavior? If time, repeat the process with another song. While I apply many of the same principles I used with
nonfiction text to look closely at lyrics, there are a few differences, especially when I get the lesson started.
Ahead of time, review the songs to ensure that the lyrics are school-appropriate. This class is made for you and
me. Essential Questions What might people learn from music, or how might they be influenced or inspired by
music? Suggested questions on "Perfect": Alanis Morissette has admitted that she has struggled with anorexia.
I think the lyrics, which are transcribed at right, are richly poignant. What background information is
provided? Suggested questions on "Reflection": What is "reflection"? Again, after doing this with two or three
different patterns let the children choose a pattern that they like. How did they effectively weave in
biographical details to tell a story about the artist and the music? After focusing his attention on a few lines,
Alec was able to get started: Beth was starting to get mad because she thought that Billy had not talked to her
enough and had no right to be jealous in the first place. Many of the steps in the process can be viewed as
stand alone tips. Publication: The Quarterly, Vol. Do they believe music should be a required subject in
school? Dane doesn't really have any friends because people think he is a geek. Read aloud the lyrics, and
discuss the following questions with the class. Can they help to shape history? Now it is time to create the
music! Why would a guy be vulnerable to an eating disorder? Share the Final Product: Share your imagined
interviews with your classmates and reflect on the activity. Nobody would understand. If time allows, they
listen a third time. Share this:. Do we really want to put a sales ceiling on what should get an award? Every
time she goes to her next period class, she is always being pushed around by upperclassmen. If so, what do
you enjoy about it? I often supplement the units in True Stories Behind the Songs and More True Stories
Behind the Songs with current hits, and I wondered how my students would respond to this song from the s.
After we listened to and complimented one another, I gave the class the last step in the directions: "We are
going to use this song as a guide for a story.


